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P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104
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The following letters were sent to Our
Paper concerning Bangor Daily Times '
refusal to publish on Our Paper advertise- ·
. ment. All authors requested that we reprint
their letters to BDT.

Dear Mr. Warren;
Here I am in Florida thinking that Maine
is making progress with life and love in the
real world.
Bates College, considered excellent, is
in your backyard. One of it's graduates
Brian Gumble on the TODAY show is
seemingly able to .present issues without
bias. His recent program on race picked up
some interesting conclusions on geographical differences. Now I realize the same
problems exist with acceptance·of sexual
orientation.

Richard J. Warren
Publisher
Bangor Daily News
491 Main Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Dear Mr. Warren:
Maine 's leading gay newspaper, Our
Paper, advocates equal rights for all
Americans .. . including gay and lesbian
Americans.
Does the Bangor Daily News, which
rejected the ad of Our Paper, really feel
that the concept of 'equality for all' constitutes a clear and present danger to the
republic?
There are a multitude of rights in this
country. Yes, in some instances there is
even the right to deny justice to certain
minorities.
But it's a little disappointing when a
major newspaper like the Daily News
chooses to exercise that right.

Charlie Howard ' s death must serve a
living purpose or we as a civilization regress. To ignore reality is to ignore ourselves.
'

A newspaper is asked to not only respect reality but share it with the public - at
least if it wants to be considered to be
respected.. as say a doctor is asked to
spread wellness to disease.
Our Paper tries to do that for their
community. The words Gay and Lesbian
, are what they stand for like straight and
kindness need to be freely used in order to ·
build a rrespectable culture/society. ·
Thanks for your consideration and
comments.
Sincerely,
Ronald C. Perry
PO Box 2093
Palm Beach, Florida 33480

Sincerely,
Martin Matson
Carl Myers

Dear Mr. Warren;
I am in receipt of the news that the
Bangor Daily News refused to publish an ·
ad submitted by Our Paper because of the
inclusion of the words, "gay" and "les. bian".

You may wish to know that it was that
. very policy that provoked a series of demonstrations and no little anger toward New
York City's Village Voice in the 1970's.
Warmest regards. ·

-. _.

EDnORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publication any
mate1ial that broadens our understanding
of our lifestyles and of each other. Views
and opinions appearing in Our Paper are
those of the authors only.
We request that all material submitted
be signed and include an address and/or
phone number.
We reserve the right to edit material as
necessary, unless otherwise instructed.
Withitn the pages of Our Paper, articles
can appear anonymously, upon request,
and Sltrict confidentiality will be observed.
Editorials appeari_ng in Our Paper
represent the opinion of the collective as a
whole.
We welcome and encourage all our
readers to submit material for publrcation
and to share your comments, critici_sms,
and positive feelings with us. Remember,
Our Paper is Your Pape~!

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
issues), $20 for two years, and $25 for
three years. Make checks payable to Our
Pape1r .
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Sincerely,
Deadline for December Issue:
November 14

Virginia M. Apuzzo

Dear Our Paper:
John McPherson writes that the American Red Cross should "change its homo.phobic pro-lesbian lazy stance and allow
healthy homosexuals to donate." · Mr.
McPherson goes on to discount any risk to
the blood supply and tries to shift the focus
·away from gay men and toward lesbians (if
they ' re going to discriminate they should
at least discriminate fairly) , IV drug users
(already in the Red Cross Hall of Shame)
and pregnant women (a large segment of
the blood donating public) and finally wraps
up with the notion that he might make a
"faked-name donation."
·
,'}dmit it or not, Mr. McPherson, we gay
men unfortunately make up the majority of
those who test HIV+ and who get AIDS
·. and the Red Cross, in my opinion, is acting
on a proven, not just perceived, risk. Your
desire to donate is admirable, but the Red
. Crnss' d':)tY to protect the blood supply is ·

PURPOSE
Our Paper is published monthly by the
Our Paper volunteer collective, PO.Box
10744,Portland ME 04104. The purpose
of Oiur Paper is to serv~ as a voice for
lesbians and gay men in Maine. We wish
the niewspaper to be a source of informa, tion, support, and affirmation, and a vehicle for celebration, by and for members
of the lesbian and gay men 's communities.
We want the paper to reflect our diversity
as well.

vital. Even the slightest increase in the risk
of contamination is unacceptable - how
· could the Red Cross rightly lower its defenses?
We gay men can make ourselves usefµl
to our communities in hundreds of ways
that do not involve donation of blood and
we are no less honorable or charitable for
choosing one of them. The purpose of ·
generous blood donations is to help another person, sick or injured, and that person does not deserve even the smallest
chance of infection, and I would hope that
you can see that neither you nor any gay
men should resent the Red Cross for trying
to minimize those chances.
Keep up the good work 0 .P., particu
larly the excellent and intelligent news
coverage by Eric Gordon. You are all to be ·
commended.
R.D .
Portland
0

Deadlline for Special January "Coming
Out on Campus" Issue
November 30
(send all stories in ASAP)

I

SHARE YOUR TALENTS.
DEVELOP NEW ONES.
Our Paper needs graphic artists, layout people, photographers,
writers and distribution people. Find out what's involved. Write to
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104, or come to a
7 pm Tuesday night meeting at 9 Deering Street (rear) in Portland.
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Complied by Eric Gordon
Sources:
Philadelphia Gay News
New York Native
Gay Community News

Melbourne University Gay Society, or
Gaysoc, is a male student group of about 30
members in Melbourne, Au·stralia. Gaysoc
and the University 's Lesbian Collective
recently joined together to sponsor a University Gay and Lesbian Pride Week featuring films , talks and parties, climaxed
with a special "Splash of Pink" Day. On
that day, supporters of lesbian and gay
rights wore something pink to the university and pro-gay buttons such as " How dare
you presume I'm heterosexual."
In three out of the seven Australian
states, male homosex ual acts are totally
illegal with penalties ranging.up to twentyone years in prison.

Homophobia Ignored by Jewish Group
Over one hundred Jewish activists, gay
men and lesbians, feminists and students,
carrying signs and chanting, assembled at
Boston University Sept. 25 to express outrage over an award ceremony being held in
honor of John Silber, BU 's president. At
the ceremony, the New England chapter of
the Anti-Defamation League of the B' nai
B ' rith (ADL) presented Silber with its
Distinguished Public Service Award de~
spite his stands against unions, gay and
lesbian rights, AIDS education, women's
rights and reproductive freedom.
S_ilber's past includes many controversial statements. He has said that there is no
such thing as date rape, and he has called
the city of Boston "nuts" for protecting the
civil rights of gay men and lesbians.
The Anti-Defamation League can be
reached by writing to Leonard Zakim, One
Lincoln Plaza, Suite 301, Boston MA
021 l I, or by calling (617) 330-9696.

A gay man who was viciously attacked
by a gang of "skinheads" in Washingto11,
D.C. has filed a $20 million lawsuit. The
legal action is believed to be the first c ivil
suit against - members of the skinhead
movement, who are identified genera.Hy by
shaved heads, heavy boots, suspenders, ·
bomber jacketes, and neo-nazi or other
white supremacist emblems.
- Rodney Johnson, survivorofthe attack,
hope to send the message that haters and
attackers of gay people will be brought to
justice in civil as well as criminal court.
In 1988, more than 7000 anti-gay episodes ranging from harassment to homicide were reported to the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF).

Vancouver Wrestles With Gay Games
Evangelist Ame Bryan of Surrey, British Columbia, Canada, has said that the
Gay Games, scheduled for Vancouver in
August 1990, would "lure people into
homosexuality" and "cram Vancouver
hospitals _with AIDS patients." Bryan, who
has helped organize an evangelist letterwriting campaign to city ha.II, claimed that
90 percent of the people of greater Vancouver "despise;' the idea of the Gay Games.
Vancouver Mayor Gordon Campbell
said holding the Gay Games in the city is "a
human rights issue." He added, "I think most people in greater Vancouver believe
that we s_hould treat people as human .
beings."
Gay Games III is expected to attr.act
over IO,~ athlete_s from around the world.

Fifty AIDS activists from the group
Stop AIDS Now or Else (SANE), the same
organization that shut down the Golden
Gate Bridge in January of this year, bought
tickets for the opening night of the San
Francisco opera season and carried out a
well-planned, disruptive demonstration. A
decked-out audience of3,000 was shocked
and ho1Tified as SANE members blew
whistles, tossed leaflets and unfurled banners.
A prepared statement from SANE read,
"We se1l'! resources being spent on opera
openings an.d missiles and bombers, but
not to save lives. We '~e here because we
are under attack:by Alr>~.and the violence
and bigotry that has increased with the
AIDS epidemic."
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GLORIA ..... KRELLMAN
MAINt; HOME SEARCH, I NC.
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5 YRS. EXPERIEN- CE

Apr. l
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(207) 773-2694
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Feb. Tl '.

(207) 725-5399

929 Congress Street
f:'ortfand, ME 04102

Tru Phan

Dec. 10

BUYING? SELLING? DREAMING?
PersontoPersonRealEstate Visits to Your
Home Anywhere in Maine to Discuss
Your Real Estate Needs.
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THE STRAIGHT AND NARROW
THE ONLY THING WE HAVE TO FEAR IS ... LESBIANS?
by Holly Valero
Maybe it's just me, but the thought of
being incarcerated in a prison cell the size
of a bus station bathroom with Zsa Zsa
Gabor fill s me with a terror that I cannot
even begin to describe. That voice ... all that
make-up ... those clothes. UG!
In glancing through the local newspaper the other day, I saw an article about Zsa
Zsa Gabor. It seems she is in a squabble
with the police over being pulled over with
an out-of-date registration stickers, only to
find an open bottle of consumable alcoholic substance in her vehicle. She is now
trying to plea-bargain her way out of prison
on the grounds that she is afraid of all the
lesbians in prison.
The sadness in this who!~ incident is
that people like Zsa Zsa Gabor - Hollywood Squares rejects - have no claim to
fame now; nor did they ever. They were
simply meteorites among the stars of
Beverly Hills. They burned brightly for a
few moments, fizzled and died. The rest of
their lives spent looking heavenward in the
night . sky saying , " Look! I was
there ... once. ".
However, the quick cure for a lack of
fame is simple. Infamy. Grab some headlin~s with some outrageous ~havior. Claim
to be pregnant with the baby of Elvis. Drive
yourcamarointotheswimmingpoolofDr.
Joyce Brothers. In the case of Zsa Zsa
Gabor, the supposed quintessential female
of her day, despoil that image offemininity
with the obscenity of lesbianism. After all,
if Zsa Zsa is the " ideal" in womanhood,
then lesbians must be the antithesis.
I do not wish a prison sentence upon
this a_ging'. pathetic woman - a woman

dependent enough upon alcohol to have an
open bottle of hooch in her car. Instead, I
think twenty or thirty hours of community
service within the gay community might ·
be enough. Workjng phone lines, information tables, what-have-you, at a few GAY
PRIDE rallies. In the event that she gets
sent up the river, however, I have put
together a list of ways for her to identify
lesbians. This list is by no means complete,
but it is a few likes and dislikes for her to go
by.

Wt:iat do Lesbians Like?
Movies
Chocolate
Going Dancing
Long Walks
Going Barefoot
Having Friends Over
Springtime
Drives in the Country
Garage Sales
Planting Gardens
Fried Dough
Going to the Beach
Household Pets
Flowers·
Autumn
Renting \!ideos
Visiting Friends
Bowling
Skiing
Lobster
The First Snowfall
Swimming
Reading
Going to the Park
The Holidays
Cooking
Children

The Feminist Health Care of Portsmouth
provides counseling and information for individuals interested in HIV antibody testing.

Services are provided:
·• on a walk-in basis Monday nights 5-6:30
• by appointment Tuesday afte'm oons
• Peer counselors available
Our counseling and testing services are client-·
sensitive and ANONYMOUS . $ 15 fee.
(please pay in cash to preserve your anonymity).

Parallel Parking
Long Lines
The Cost of Health Care
Intolerance
Getting Up Early
Traffic Jams
PMS
Looking for a Parking Place
Stereotypes
Government Forms
Ignorance
Renting videos that tum out to be Lousy
Misunderstanding
Working Late

Sometimes I wonder how long your
average heterosexual could stand up under
the pressure of being treated like a criminal
by society at large. How long could he or
· she, if married, stand to be ignored by
insurance companies, families, and employers. Refused justice by an openly intolerant society on almost any legal issue.
Treated with contempt by religious groups.
Assumed to be mentally or emotionally
deranged by a society that will then tum
around and not real! y try too hard to prosecute anyone who just killed someone
coming out of a gay bar., The best part is
that if this was shown to one hundred
heterosexuals,. common response would
no-doubt be something like, 'well , when
you put it THAT WAY, or course it sounds
bad ...BUT ...".
Considering how ·well Zsa Zsa stood up .
to the pressure of being stopped for expired
regi stration stickers, I can't imagine her
holding up well under the daily pressures
that face almost every gay and lesbian
individual in this country. Not only that,
Dahl ink, but I don't know where she 's ever
going to find a prison-striped mink coat. ·
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P.O. Box 365.. West·Rockport.Maine 04865

• Well woman gynecological care
• abortion services
• sexually transmitted disease clinics for
women & men .
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559 Portsmouth Ave.
Greenland, NH
(603) 436-7588
We also provide:

You see, when it comes right down to it,
we 're a pretty common bunch. I would
even say that we're ALMOST like everybody else. I tossed in the "almost" because
I think, in general, gay men and lesbians
have a little "something extra".

What Do Lesbians Hate?

~

... ANONYMOUS

Paper Cuts
Taxes
Cleaning the House
Car Problems
Prejudice
The Flu
Stubbing Toes

Miniature Golf
Looking for Antiques
Summertime
Country Fairs
Sailing
Sleeping Late ·on Weekends
Going out on Dates
Piclking-your-own-apples
Good Books
Art Museums
Christmas Cards
Hanging Out
Making Snowwomen
New Cars
Broken-in Jeans
Racquetball or Tennis
Getting the Christmas Tree
/ Doing Nothing
Leggos
Breakfast in Bed
Concerts
Restaurants
Going to Plays
M ·&M's
Working on a Tan
Do1r1uts

207-594-0694

LESBIAN & GAY LITERATURE
673 BOYISlt)NSTREET. BOSION, MA. 02116(617) 267-3010
Across From The Boston Public Library

WUdcrafted and organk:ally grown herbal nmedles. Herbwalks,
slldnhows, woruhop11 and Flo11mr EsHnce Conaidtatlon1.
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Massachusetts on Verge of Gay Rights
The Massachusetts House just confirmed its
vote for the gay rights bill. Dukakis is
expected to sign the bill into law.
CONGRATULATIONS Massachusetts, from
your friends i~ Maine!

Flash I

by Eric Gordon

For 17 years, Massachusetts has
attempted to pass a bill that would legally
protect tlie rights of lesbians and gay men.
At Our Paper press time, the bill seemed
close to passing, closer than ever before,
but not close enough to count the bill as
·
law .
Pa·s sage of a gay rights law in
Massachusetts could signal a trend for other
states, espec ially fora handful of states like
Maine that have come excitingly close to
the passage of a bill. Currently, Wisconsin
stands alone as the only state to have a gay
rights law on the books. It was passed in
1981. Nationwide,. over 80 cities and
counties have passed gay rights laws. No
Maine cities and towns have such a law.
On October 11, 1989, the Massac husetts
Senate voted in fav~r of a bill, H 5427, by a
vote of 23-13. The Massachusetts House of
Representatives also passed the bill. but by a
slim 4-vote marg in . However, the House bill
and the Senate bill are different versions.
When the Senate votecl in favor of the bill, it
refused to accept amendments that had been

tacked on by the House. These amendments
include clauses that would a llow
discrim ination in some religious, school,
and foster care parenting situations. Because
of thi s lack of consensus between the House
and Senate, the bill was sent to a Conference
Committee. The Massachusetts Attorney
General's Citizen 's Information Service1old
Our Paper that the purpose of a conference
committee is to iron out differences between
versions of a bill.
If the bill makes itoutofthecomrnittee (it
could take weeks, or even months), the Senate
and House will have a final vote on the
compromi sed version of the bill. The bill
would then be given to Governor Michael ·
Dukakis who has said he would sign it into
law .
All eyes are on Massachusetts. Boston ' s
Gay Community News and Bay Windows
have geen providing weekly coverage of the
issue. Even the mainstream press is taking
the gay rights effort seriously. The Boston
Globe's October 1_7Jront1p~ge tiighlighted
the story .

DO YOUR BUSINESS
WITH GAY-FRIENDLY
BUSINESSES

New foll-free number

The ·National

In' Boothbay Harbor...

the shop that's gone beyond
what Wizards dream ...
Four full rooms of Rainbows & Magic include:

~nrhantments
i

• Nall.la! Clyslals & Gems
• Auslrian Lead Crystals

I

I
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• P... 111< F,g\lines

f

WOODFORDS

• ~ 8oois & S.Wies
• Egypi.-i & LrlLSJal Jewelry
• 1'11za-ds, C.agons. Casleg .
.-id Faies
• Chakra Turing Kits
• Large Ta-cc Seiec1ia,
• 'Kaleldo-Sl<ys"
• Healing & POWOI Wil"lds

c~Q.

I
I
I

• Large Incense selection
• Essenlial Ois
• Healing Slones pyr.mids, obelisl<s, eggs & ciJsi..,
• Maiy Me-ol-a-lond j...el J>8C8S
• Urique Toys & Pi.w,1s
• Srailed Glass
• E.ndlanled Eird HCUS8&

sp','""'·

• Candles, Talismen & Riiual IJ<is
• N... Age musice & videos
• SIJa't Wide b<d<s & tapes

129 SPRING STREET

!

PORTLAND, MAINE
772-1 37 4

Mon - Fri 9-5
Eves. by appt.

II

Carl~ Place
Hair Styles for
Women and Men

69 Arsenal St.
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 623-5131

Carl Duplissls
Owner/Stylist

1fnr~antments
Mastercard - Visa - Checks - UPS

16 McKown Street

AIDS Information
Clearinghouse
Now-one toll-free
number for reference
assistance and to order
publications:

1-800-458-5231
FAX: 1-301-738-6616

Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538
207-633-4992

Call us.
\Ve're your centralized
resource for information
on HIV I AIDS programs,
services, and materials.
A service of the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services
Public Health Service
Centers for Disease Contro1
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"All singing, All Dam::ing, All Concerned '89"
by P.A. Trisha
Hundreds of people turned out and filled
Portland City Hall auditorium the evening
of October 14 for the third annual production of "All Singing, All Dancing, All
Concerned '89". The show benefitted The
AIDS Project, a non-profit organization
founded in 1985 to meet the challenge of
the AIDS epidemic in Maine.
The three act show took almost three
hours to perform and featured such local
talents as the Casco Bay Movers, the Casco
Bay Chorus, and the Happy Hoofers.

The special guest group from South ·
America, Grupo Fortaleza, received a standing ovation. They played and danced traditional and contemporary music of the Andes '
and were accompanied by an array of South
American instruments.

For the past four and a half years, The
AIDS Project has been assisting persons
with AIDs, those testing HlV positive, and
their families and friends, as well as providing education and information to the
community-at-large. Present services include a statewide information telephone
hotline, HIV testing and counseling services, IV drug preventative education, and
fi nancial assistance programs for people
living with AIDS.
For more information, for help or to
become involved with The AIDS Project,
call 774-6877.

Our Paper's own Ame Hanson worked for the second year in a row as the
show's artistic director. Ame is a multimedia artist who has been involved with
music in Portland since the mid-l 970's. He
sang a song that he wrote called "Happy
Where-You Are" along with Tina Allen,
Mary Hanson, and Brenda Moor during the
third act.
The show concluded with a grand finale
by all performers and cast members singing and swaying to "Let the Sunshine In".

ROBIN 1YLER PRODUCTIONS
presents

. _ LUXURY, ELEGANCE &
ROMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS!
THE FIRST 7-NIGHT WOMEN'S
THANKSGIVING CRUISE
TO THE MEXICAN RIVIERA!
Saturday, November 17th
to Saturday, November 24th, 1990
from $795.00 to $1595.00
$250 deposit will hold your place
(Check or M.O. - MasterCard or Visa accepted for balance after deposit)

Call or Write _NOW! Space .is Limited
FROM SAN DIEGO, CALIF. to
CABO SAN LUCAS, PUERTO VALLARTA & MAZATLAN

Chip & Dale's
Pine Tree
Square
Main Street
Waterville;Maine

Directions:

Open:

95 to Exit 34 , across
from Elm Plaza in
the Pine Tree Square
Shopping Center
(formerly Uptown
Lounge)
-

Wed . Thurs,
and Sun : 8-12;
Fri. Sat: 8-1.

207-873-5610

Join 800 women from all over the world on a beautiful first class ship
sailing toward exotic destinations. On board enjoy the swimming
pool, gymnasium, card room, library, movie theatre & casino, dance
lessons, fabulous entertainment, elegant lounges, bars, duty-free
shop . . . exquisite gourmet dining . .. and much, much more.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT AIRFARES AVAILABLE
PRE & POST CRUISE DISCOUNT HOTEL RATES
For reservations or additional information or to receive

COLOR BROCHURE w rite ROBIN TYLER PRODUCTIONS,
15842 Chase St., Sepulveda, CA 91343
or call 1-818-893-4075 9am-5pm (Pacific Time) Mon.-Fri.
or Fax: 1-818-893-1593.
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Ask Alix
~
~

A_sk Alix is a new advice column addressing the common issues in our community. Please submit any questions to: Alix
at Our Paper, PO Box I0744, Portland ME
04104.

I

Dear Alex,
My girlfriend calls me "Babe." When I
hear it my body twitches. Listen, I'm not a
radical fem inist, but it just doesn ' t feel
right. But it feels right to her. Now, when I
ask her not to call me that, she gets upset.
But when she calls me that, I get upset. I
don't want her to not be who she is; but I
also want her to respect who I am.
This is a big problem. Especially because she seems to always call me "Babe"
during heated moments. Signed, A Smoldering Babe, but not prude.

Dear Babe,
It is Babe, isn't it? Sorry, let's try again.

Dear Smoldering,
There is something going on here that's
a little more serious than being called
"Babe." l sense that you don ' t feel respected. You will have to stand up for
yo urself - befo re you get all fired up. The
bedroom can become a battleground if you
don't talk about certain annoying habits.
However, if you talk about them when yo u
are in a high state of emotional arousal, you
may find conversation is difficult, and .
people get upset very easily. Try talking to
her sometime when she isn't likely to get
upset or embarassed, or feel rjected. Good
luck, and let me know how things turned
out.
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URGENT
FUNDING
REQUEST.
The Maine Health Foundatron Inc. must
have immediate funds to maintain the PWA
·financial assistance fund.
The need is greater than available funds.
Please, send a check today.
Thank You
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A Bawdy, Pagan Revel:
Bridges Plans a Concert

·sneak
TO

by Michael Rossetti

Wlw.e ~ dJar2JJ'.e5 ..r~.zr.Jc> ~
classics to hoarseness or delicately hone

their repertoire of Broadway medleys,
Maine 's Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Cho. rus, "Bridges," plans to present a joyous
celebration of life in a Twelfth Night concert presentation in . mid-January . Along
with lively skits, costumes, and audience
participation, Bridges will present an eve·ning of"Gay and Lesbian Madrigals," folk
songs, and ceremony. As a warm-up, the
chorus will host a Portland-area carolling
party, complete with a potluck supper,just
before the holidays. All of this requires
more -voices and volunteers to help with
these two events.
Bridges was originally organized shortly
before Thanksgiving oflast year to provide
both an outlet for music specifically of the
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual community as
well as to allow gay people the opportunity
to share the fun and discipline of choral
music. Unfortunately, the group had to
struggle to remain together over the last
year. Rehearsals never happened until
shortly after a Portland appearance of the
Rhode Island Feminist Chorus. That appearance helped to fuel the fire for singing.
Chasz Grindle consented to train the group
and several suitable pianists were found to
help. The only true performance was for
the AIDS memorial service in May. Although the chorus did have two other cameo .
appearances, it was the AIDS service which
earned the group positive attention and
comment. With the onset of summer, the
rehearsal schedule broke down and attendance dropped off, causing the chorus to
cancel an International Women' s Day concert appearance. With the return of the cold
weather and the more stable social calen-

The First Maine Lesbian &
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Currently, rehearsals are held every other
Sunday afternoon in Portland, with alternate Sunday Augusta rehearsal if attendance from eastern Maine warrants .
The membership is made up of several
trained voices, but mostly of those whose
only singing experience has been in informal choirs or high school or college. Anyone is welcome to participate, provided
they commit to attending a majority of
rehearsals. An audition or the ability to
read music is not expected. The repertoire
is slowly building with music on gay or
lesbian themes, which is in keeping with
the Bridges stated purpose of being a voice
for the communjty as well as working
toward social justice and equality.
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Seve.ral short films, represen1
in the Festival in April, will t
d'oeuvres will be plentiful, and
holic and alcoholic beverages.
Also available for the first t i
advance Festival bargains, incl
count passes for the entire 3-d
Tickets for the Sneak Previe'tl
They cost $1 s.

For more information, to find out about up
sources, call 780-4229 and leave a messag,
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The need now is for additional talent,
ideas, and volunteers . Along with singers,
Bridges needs business assistants, stage
help, artists, and of course, donations of
serv ices or financial help. If you would like
to join or wish to co11tact Bridges, check in
with the Lesbian and Gay Bulletin Board
by calling 883-6934.
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inspired by
. J~dith Lippa, MSW
Uc; Clini~al Social Worker
I
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Counseling
&
Psychotherapy
• lndivi'duals
• Couples
• Families -·

• Groups

Suite 423
142 Hfgh Street
Portland, ME 04101

(207) 773-1235
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Of Akoholics Issues
• Training
• Consultation
~ Employee
Assistance
Poule"e Massari,
M.S.W., A.C.S.W.
licensed Substance
Abuse Counselor

OFFICE HOO.RS BY APPOINTMENT
Alcohol a Drug
Intervention Services
7 Red Coot lone Sanford

490-1295
Kittery 8u1mtn1 Center Route 236, Kittery

'439-5540

the square cafe

Next to Railroad Square Cin
and behind Burger King.
Monday-Thursday 1O to 1O
Friday & Saturday 1O to 11

"DECENT BURRITOS"
13 Railroad Square, Waterville
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BENEFIT

Gay International Film Festival

irse Theater
~venue, Portland
~ovember 1 8th
)0 p.m. ·

:Ive of the films we are proud to present
shown in this exciting evening. Hors
c:ash bar will serve a variety of non-alco-

t at the Sneak Preview will be several
ling Festival T-shirts, buttons, alid dis, Festival weekend.
ire available from "The Whole Grocer."

ning meetings, or to offer suggestions for films or re'hanks.
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Dear F,. :
I had a rip-roaring response all planned
out; but as I received your letter just as I
was packing fo r a bus trip to Washington ,
D.C. , I had to put it off; soJ planned to send
you a surprise p.c. from D.C. , but that
never materialized. And now I'm back
home, too.depressed to write.
You probably didn ' t hear about it (the
media chose to pretend it didn ' t happen) ,
but the largest AIDS demonstration in the
U.S. took place this past weekend in Washington, of which I was a part. I travelled
down Friday night with a group of friends
by decrepit, smoke-filled " bus. " We
laughed and ate sushi nori along the way
(you heard right) and prayed that the " bus"
would make it down to D.C. before the
septic tank overflowed; it did (make it
down , that is).
It was an int~nse weekend. People
shaking with grief. My memories of it are
still a great swirl.
I went to remember my friend M., who
Ii ved across the hall from me in grad school
(and became, unwillingly, my gay "godfather" and was partly responsible for dragging me - unwillingly - out of the closet).

He died a protracted, unspeakable death in
'85 at the age of38. lt didn ' t seem real then,
and it still doesn ' t, especially after having
just marched with close to 60,000 people
(about the population of Portland, Maine)
· with 60,000 "points of light" (lit candles)
past George Bush's back door to the Lincoln Memorial , where our kinder, gentler
numbers reminded him - where are you?
Probably inside the House, chilling out
with an after-dinner mint and peeking
through the drapes.
Next day on the Ellipse, I could only
wade for hours through all the names on
the AIDS Quilt, my camera dangling uselessly around my neck. So I went to the_top
of the Washington Monument and photographed the entire quilt, of which my friend
M. is a part. It covered fourteen acres.
. Later, we all went to Lafayette Park
behind the White House to look for crack
dealers. That was funny. A friend got stuck
in an elevator back at the Holiday Inn; the
entire staff knew him by the end of our stay.
On the way back, our "bus," pawned off on
us by some chumps, began grinding its
gears and pissing transmission fluid in New
Jersey. Two o'clock in the morning, we 're

stuck in Newark, grinding our teeth and
almost pissing our pants, We ended up
having to stop every half hour or so to refill
the transmission .with fluid . (It reminded
me of that time we ground the bearings on
my YW down to , filings in Munising,
Michigan, on our way to our hike in the
Porcupine Mountains)). We went through
2-1/2 cases or oil between New York and
Portland. We had to stop in Boston to drop
off some dizzy, smoking girls who had
sapped us of our enthusiasm for the trip on
the way up. I've only recently showered
the nicotine .off my skin and thrown my
clothes into the laundry.
I'm glad to hear you 're back in grad
school doing what you want; diving into
Civil War wrecks sounds incredibly fascinating. We'll have to get together again
like we did last time over some rich, imported beers and catch up on things, only
this time preferably not in Toledo. Maybe
then I'll be able to tell you more clearly
how deeply this past weekend affected me .
· your buddy, M.
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P.O.B. 331 Mt. Ephraim Road

Searsport, Maine 04974

Legal Counsel

207 548-6689
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F~EDERJCK

B. WoLF, M. Div .. S.T.D.

PASTORAL COUNSELLOR

4 77 CONGRESS STREET
SUITE 1003
PQRTLAND, MAINE 04401

(207) 772-1307
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A CHANGE OF SEASONS
by Judi
Not only are the seasons changing all
around us where we can enjoy its outward
beauty, but transformations are also taking
place where sometimes it's more difficult
to recognize them at first - in the heart. To
witness these changes in someone close to
us is indeed a privilege, to be allowed even
a small part in those changes is an honor.
Recently I have been allowed this e)\perience occurring within the innermost chambers of the heart of a woman I have come to
know as my best friend.

erough courage to ask her if she would like
to come over to my apartment sometime
where we could talk away from the crowd,
and she said she would come by the next
day. She arrived three hours la,e, apologetic, but truthfully I hadn ' t really expected her to show up anyway, so her visit
was aclelightful surprize. We sat down that
cool April afternoon and when we began to
talk, we were instantly at -ease with one
another. Before we knew it, four hours and
a sunset had slipped away. We continued
to see each other off and oil then, sharing .
"secrets", exchanging poetry, and quite
often talking through the night about things
important to our hearts.

She is a unique individual , this friend of
mine. When I first met her seven months
ago, she was approaching her 22nd year,
and from the moment we were introduced,
I sensed something about her that set her
apart from the crowd. My direct opposite
in personality-type, she was vibrant and
outgoing, while I, on the other hand, felt
timid and reserved around so many unfamiliar faces. She was the center of attention on the dance floor, and I remembered
that I couldn't take my eyes off of her. She
asked me to dance, and I politely declined
(she was too "wild" for this writer!). This
upset her somewhat since never before had
anyone ever turned ·down a chance to be
her partner on the dance floor.

We found comfort in our friendship,
and a bonding of spirits that helped us to
confront our individual demons of di~covery. I came to know that the tough, untamed exterior she presented was her shield
of protection from being hurt: Wounded
earlY in her childhood, she relied heavily
on her instinct to survive, and felt pressured to "be someone". Trust d!d not come
easy to her, and as so often happens, she
had a difficult time believing there were
those who didn't care about her talents and
accomplishments, but simply sought to
know the woman she was inside. In searching out.the boundaries of our companionship, I fell in Jove with this woman-child.
when I told her how I felt, she said she was.
frightened.by what she, too, felt, and then
turned away. I didn't mention my feelings
again, but chose rather to allow her time to

· We saw each other occasionally in
passing, although she never asked me to
dance with her again (she told me later it
bruised her ego when I turned her down);
she continued to shine while I shyly admired. Late one evening I summoned _up

know her own heart.
She had a lover, but it was common
knowledge that their relationship was
tempestuous; she dealt with her- lover on a
surface level (as she did with nearly everyone then) yet turned to me for solace when
the wars seemed to rage within her heart.
She seemed determined to not allow anyone to get close to her, ·and often when I
tried to find out what was happening, she
would respond with cold, hard words. It
hurt to have her pull away from me; during
this season of her youth she thrived on
head-games, and the confusion it caused
was, at times, maddening. I loved her
honestly, and had faith that. one day she
would allow herself freedom from her selfimposed prison of doubt. Those around me
could not understand why I was allowing
myself to be put through an emotional
grinder, but love which comes from the
sour is never wrong, and I, too, was changing.
She went away, choosing not to tell
anyone where she was or if she would
return. During her absence, I sought advice
and support from friends, most of whom
were of the opinion that she was not worth
agonizing over. In time, they assured me, I
would love again, but the pain was too
fresh and the sounds too deep for my heafi
to hear their words. After being gone for
several days, she called late at night, and I
said, "I don't love you anyone", and
slammed down the phone. She called back,

and for three hours we sorted through our
emotions piece by piece. We knew that we
needed each other, and we decided that we
would live together as lovers and give what
we felt a chance to grow. She was sincere
in her promise to right the wrongs she had
done, and though I knew it would take
time, I believed in the love that had knit our
lives so closely together. And so we traveled into yet another change of seasons.

This season was to be one in which we
made new 'discoveries about each other,
. and about ourselves .. we loved and loved
together, cautiously sorting through the
myriad of tangled emotions we were experiencing. There were tears and laughter,
and ·times when we did not know if we
could stand up to the pressures that surrounded us. It was a season in whicn this
woman-child grew and learned to accept
responsibilities, and it was a season in
which we knew the meaning of "tough
love". Friends pulled away, former lovers
spent endless amounts of energy tearing at
us, and yet still we loved.
In the season of springtime, she was my
friend .. she taught me that even in pain
there is growth. In the season of summertime, she was my lover, protector, and
provider of all that I am. In the season of
autumn, she was my soul-mate, and we
came to know that Heaven is easily within
our grasp if we will take time to grasp it.
Listening to the whispers of my heart and

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •· loving her as naturally as breathing, I realize for the first time in my life I am looking
forward to the ·season of wintertime. To
those who have chosen to shut their eyes to
the inner changing of seasons, it is an
awesome loss, for regardless of whether
the daylight hours are full of sunshine and
warmth or the nighttime is blanketed in
storm c1ouds, growth still takes place.
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Thank you, precious lover, for the gift
of loving ..each breath that I breatheJs so
that I may live to love you more.

any dom(?stic bottle beer & a shot of any Schnapps
and the

sizZ:lin.g sounds
of the 70's
with

D .J. Ken Gardiner .
9 P.M.
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SUMMER READING: ADVENTURE TO LESBOS
Iris
Author: Janine Veto
Alyson Publications, $6.95

by Harry Gordon
Seeking a bit more · diversity in my
reading while stickirig with ·the gay catalogs, and wondering some about those other
titles in the Alyson Publications catalog, I
ordered a couple. A busy schedule of late
and a long, dry hardcover I will comment
on some day have shortened the usual
amount of reading time, sCl l. have only
finished one. As I suspected, these titles are
not just for women. I'll be reading more.
Iris is a title to occupy two or three
evenings, or if you hurry , a couple of
sessions at the beach. Reading the book
-. cover makes the book seem as though it fits
right in with what we all want - a break
from the workaday world in exchange for
some adventure and romance. Well, such
is not the C41Se. The adventure and romance

are there on the surface, but on the way
there we find some issues to deal with. I
read the adventure and romance, but when
I began thinking about telling you all about
the book, I realized I had to deal with things
I wasn ' t ready for.
The central character of the book is a
beautiful young woman named Iris, who
leaves New Y6rk for Hawaii , on a spiritual
quest. We get the impression that Iris ' life
to this point has not been the most wonderful , but in Hawaii , it gets worse. It gets so
much worse, I am amazed this woman
survived. That 's the first issue. The amount
of abuse Iri s is subjected to in thi s book is
too much. It is a)i if author Janine Veto
decided to see how far the character could
· be stretched before she came apart. Now I
am wondering why the book didn ' t come
apart. Perhaps Veto decided that to get to
an uplifting enming she had to paint the
deepest, blackest picture ever. Reading Iris
is like riding on a life and death rollercoas.-

ter. You know a rollercoaster will soon
stop. It only defies gravity. One character
as the focus of so much violence defies
believability.
Iri s has problems with men. Her father
abandons her. Her sister marries one who
des ired her. Iris gets in too deep with a man
she doesn' t love. Another rapes her. Still
another is protective, nurturing, but not
interested. Then life comes full circle and
she is reacquainted with the brother-inlaw . This guy is really going to pi ss you off!.
He is a real shit. Ah, but she gets help. She
falls for her divorcee psychologist who
lives with a teenaged son. Counselling is
replaced by frien~ship which is replaced
by love as time passes.
After one particularly violent episode,
Iris is shipped off to the Greek Isles. Here
is where she works on her spiritual dimension and achieves fulfillment. But, here is
also where she meets the brother-in-law .
What has been wonderful for a while goes

to hell again : Iris is brutalized. The plot
thickens and darkens, and we switch to the
fourth island - Key West, where we d_e vise
to let justice have its own way. But, neat as
that could have been, our author throws in
one of the most vio.lently crazy quirks of
the book.
The second issue arising from this book
is my sex and the author's dim view of it.
Janine Veto has populated this book with
some horrible men . Only Kiyo Slowkow- ·
ski escaped from heing a bad guy, and he
was presented as nearly inert. I wonder
where this jaded view comes from. As with
the violence aga inst Iri s, Veto exceeds
believability on the male issue.
So, how does thi s all come out? It 's hard
to make the violerice and the romance
balance. If we factor in redeeming characteristics like coloration and travel information, the book improves, and it reads -very
smoothly . But, be aware that you will have
to deal with it, too.

Come join us at

PAPA JOE'S
207-623-401 l

WHEN MY TIME COMES
Don 't hold me to thi s earth.
I want to soar like an eagle.
I've traveled here from my birth.
I believe life is a circle.
I have not come to die.
I' ve come to fly .·
Ame Hanson

775-6598

Families

roOct
alCohol

80 Water Street
Augusta, Maine

We have no strangersonlyfriends
you haven't met

TUESDAY-SATURDAY: 7-1
:1z~

VICT_O RIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D.
Licensed 'Substance Abuse Counselor

ab U se
,

S exu~ lity

Back Cove Counseling Ce nter
527 Ocean Avenue
Po rtland. Maine 04103

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING&.TESTING
Voluntary- AtJonymous - Low

Cosi

The AIDS ProJect offers.trained counselors to answer your questions
and address your..' concem.s about possible infection with the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) . To schedule a counseling session call: .
774-6877 daily between 9-12; 1J 5 Monday & Wednesday eves between
6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1. Note: Counseling & testing is by appointme_nt only. ·
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Calling all gay and lesbian agoraphobiacs in Maine (especially southern Maine)
whether you are agoraphobic, a recovering
agoraphobic, or a recovered agoraphobic
(this can include people with panic and
anxiety di sorder). Let' s connect and meet
for support purposes, possibility of a support group could be started ; friendships;
general networking. Write to PO Box 4 I I 8,
Station A, Portland, Maine 0410 I. ( I-Nov).

14-MisceHaneous
Making Gay Music.
Accomplishe'd, gay male singer: new to
Portland, wi shes to form "Gay" music
group. Into Peter Allen, Kenny Rankin,
Stevie Wonder, Carole Bayer Sager, Michael Callen, etc.
Looking for other interested gay musicians wishing to put their musical talents
on the gay map. Pianist, bass guitar, etc.
Call Tim at (207) 774-2142, leave a message.

16-Help Wanted
CAFE ALW A¥S Dishwasher needed
2 nights a week. Call 774-9399 and leave
message.

19-Real Estate
FOR RENT - PEAKS ISLAND Entire first floor of beautifully restored ocean
(and city) view home. Two bedrooms, new
bath. French doors to huge front porch and
to rear patio. Year-round occupancy , unfurni shed. Includes stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, laundry room. $625 per month,
including heat. Call Bill or John 766-445 I
(wee kends) or (6 17 ) 24 7-7358
(weeknights). ( I-Nov ).

20-Female Personals
Rm:al Lesbian, eccentric, arti st/homesteader, Aries, 4 I, sensuous, earthly, loves
animals, nature, reading, simple living and
loving, seeks kindred spirit, downeast of
Penobscot River. Write to Advertiser#! 29,
c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104. ( I-Nov ).
GWF Mid 30's, attractive, educated,
hard working, affectionate, fun, and compassionate. Looking for an attractive feminine, intelli gent woman to share and experience fun , talks, walks, and possible warm
and passionate moments. Please include
phone#. Write to Advertiser # I 3 I, c/o Our
Paper, PO Box 10744, Portland , Maine
04104. ( I-Nov) .
Ageless GWF 41 seeks ally fo r intra or
cross-c ultu ral communi cation and/or
humor. Reply to Advertiser# l28,c/o0UR
PAPER, PO Box 10744, Portland , Maine
04104. (I-Nov).

-- -- --
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Fun Loving attractive Bi Female 40,
non-smoker has open marriage with mature considerate gentle male seeking female for friendship, scenic drives, boating,
cookouts, SPA, wine, fireside conversation, and overnight visits. She should be
comfortable in male presence. Reply to PO
Box 574, Bar Harbor, M~ 04609 (I-Nov) .

GWF early 60's, seeks GF friends in
Ellsworth/Mount Desert _ Island · Area,
Feeling Isolated. I love nature, books,
conversation and an occasional "stroll
around some of the beautiful sites on
MDI. Please respond to Advertiser#! 34,
c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104. (2-Dec).
GWF Southern Maine acoustic music
junkie seeks ·.voman of substance 25+.
Like Shakespeare and Rita Mae? Folk and
jazz? Does autumn thrill you to your toes?
If you're a chem-free non-smoker, too, I'll
be thrilled to mine!. Write to Advertiser
# I 32, c/o Our Paper, PO Box I0744, Portland, Maine 04104. (I-Nov).

, 21-Male Personals
GAY/BIWM 26 - Fun loving male,
into fitness and getting into shape; Seeking
long term friendship to relationship.
Wanting sincere, caring, considerate
person to get to know and enjoy common
interests with each other. Preferences=2035. No drink, no smoke, no dope, real
down to earth person who knows that you
have to give and what you want back.
Location= 20-30 mile radius of Portland
Maine . Please write with feature
description and foto. All replies will be
answered. Write to Advertiser #133, c/o
Our Paper, PO Box 10744, Pprtland, .
Maine 04104. ( I-Nov)
GWM 29, 6' I" , 160 lbs. Honest, sincere, '"s.traight" in appearance and manners, seeks same, 20-33 for fri endstrip and
possible relationship with right person. I
am down to earth, good looking, not at all
promiscuous and non-smoking. Looking
for "normal" people like myself who are
un-pretentious and intelligent but not overly
intellectual. Loyalty, dependability, &
trustworthiness are important to me. I love
nature, exploring the coast, the outdoors,
gardening, hiking, travel, photography .
Write to Advertiser #1 30, c/o Our Paper,
PO Box I0744, Portland, Maine 04104 ( !Nov).
Portland Area Gay White male, young
50's, seeks mature, dominant, Black, Asian,
or other gay males. No drugs, no alcoholics. Am quiet, shy, discreet. Seek honest,
discreet, sincere buddy with time for good
friend who cares.Wri te to Advertiser# I 27,
c/o OUR PAPER , PO Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104. ( I-Nov).
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My Ideal
You are an outdoorsman. Like to camp
out, build fires, swim naked, make love,
sleep close. You are younger (24-39), loving , needing older. You are virile, Greek
active only. You are experienced, like lots
of it, are good at it, can't get enough of it.
You dream of being two men together in a
love that is a household and a best friendship. You are a non-smoker (dope is o.k.)
and you are real, not a phony. No games.
No mindfucks. You know who you are,
what you want, who you need, what you
have to give and what you want back.
Maybe you are a loner or shy, but you are
intense in your feelings and lusty in your
desires. You need it all the time. Need to
lead. To be on top. Need to be inside. Need
a man to yield to you.
I am all man. Tall. Goodlooking. Hairy.
Healthy. Fit. Free. Experienced in love. I
am your other half. I am free and willing to
relocate, to come to you.
If you really have the courage to go for
it, to stand up and say I want it and if you
truly know you have to give someone in
return, well, take a hsot. Write at length.
Send a photo. I am real. I am lusty. I am
needing and searching for you too!
Please respond to. Advertiser #81, c/o
Our Paper, POB !0744, Portland ME04104.
Committed to 12-step Recovery.
Wholesome, honest, stable, sincere guy,
36, wants to meet similar gay men for
friendship, dining, walks . Sense of-humor.
Easy going. Rep Iy PO Box 566, Yarmouth,
Maine 04096. (I-Nov).

23-Services
883-6934 24-hour information on event,
group meetings, and personals for gay men
and lesbians in southwestern Maine. All
listings are free.

-- -- -- -- --
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25-Roommates
Share cozy house in West Buxton
with GM/32. Yard s"pace, garage, and
completely furni shed-all for$275/month
and half of utilities. Available beginning
Nov.ember. Call 929-5843 before Octover
27 or after November 4. (I-Nov).

Live-in Opportunity Mount Desert
Island. Couple seeks non-smoking female
to share comfortable secluded home, and
comfortable, pleasurable atmosphere. She
will be expected to share gardening and
house chores. There ·are job opportunities
nearby. Send descriptive letter for same to
PO Box 574, Bar Harbor, ME 04609 (1No\l).
Available immediately Mature, responsible Lesbian wanted to share sunny,
spacious, wicked nice house in lovely
Kittery! $245/mo + 1/3 utilities. Call (207)
439-6464 for further info.

House to share with PW A York Harbor, ME
Secluded - near beaches - convenient to Portsrpouth, Ogunquit and
UNH - NO SMOKING - Private
room and bath with full house privileges - $300/mo. + 1/2 utilities and
private phone. Jim 207-3634356.(2-0ct)
The rate for classifieds is $4 for 30
words, 10¢ sign for each additional word.
For personals add $2 for handling. All ads
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper,
PO Box· 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sexually explicit Ian- .,
guage in your personals. Responses to
personals will not be opened by Our Paper
and will be forwarded to you twice monthly . .

FREE REMDATE LISTING Hot
Steamy Love Now and Forever. Call Ron,
207-439-4680.
SYMBOLIC WEDDINGS for Gays and
Lesbians performed by traveling no-denominational minister. Confidential. Respond to Ms. Evelyn, Box 1022, Waldoboro ME 04572 or call 832-627 I.

'J,~/,,A

the
gay ll'JIJ~

and "If'/~...-·
lesbian
media

UMaine GALA would like to thank all
the UMaine Alumnae/i wno .were able to
· attend the Homecoming reception held -,,
October 7th at the· Bangor Holiday Inn,
Downtown. New frie nds are made, old
friendships re newed, and much food consumed. Th is gatheri ng, sponsored by your
University Gay and Lesbian Alumnae/i
group, was the first event of this year. Look
for more information on upcoming events
in OUR PAPER or write to: UMaine
GALA, PO Box 536, Orono, Maine 04473.
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Thursday, November 2
The Gay and Lesbian Caucus for the
National Association for the Education
of Young Children (NAEYC) will hold
its annual meeting on Thursday, November 2 from 7:00 to 9:00 PM at the Westin
Peachtree in Atlanta, Georgia during the
NYEYC annual conference. The caucus is
open to anyone. The room number will be
printed in the final conference program.
This year's agenda will include supporting
gay and lesbian early childhood professionals, discussion of adding the NAEYC
non-discrimination clause to the accreditation criteria. For more information or i.nterested in contributing, contact Steve Shuman at (617) 266-7439 or by checking with
the Westin Peachtree Plaza during the
conference November 2-5.
Friday, November 3
A benefit concert for the Feminist
- Health Center of Portsmouth and NH
National Abortion Rights Action League,
will take place on Friday, November 3rd, at
8:00 PM, starring Deidre McCalla, and
The Wash_i ngton Sisters with Melanie
Monsur. Onitarian Universalist Church,
292 State Street, Portsmouth, NH. Tickets
are $13.50 in Advance or $ 15.00 at the
door. ASL interpreted. For ticket info call
(603)436-7588 or(207)676-9658 . Mail in
tickets: Mail checks or money order payable
to FCH-P, PO Box 456, Greenland, NH
03840. Tickets will be held at the door after
October 28th.

If you or someone you care about is
living with AIDS, is HIV-positive, or is at
risk, you're not alone. Dayspring AID
Support for Central Maine can help.
Dayspring offers confidential information ,
advocacy, education, referral and support
~ roups. And Dayspring can come to you,
anywhere in Central Maine. If you're living ·
with or are affected by AIDS , and you live
in Central Maine, you're not alone. Call
Dayspring at 626-3435.
Sunday, November S
WOMLAND monthly meeting beginning at I :30 PM, potlunch at noon, at
Gathering Ground in Dexter. Open to all
womn. For more il)formation or directions
send SASE to Chris of Coventree, Troy
04987 or call 924-5172/445-2863.
New Words A Women 's Bookstore,
presents Ann Ferguson at 3PM. In her
new book " Blood at th e Root :
Motherhood, Sexuality and Male
Dominance", Ann Ferguson breaks new
ground with feminist theory that combines
an analysis of sex uality and women's
selfhood with a sharp political analysis of
~ the current backlash against feminism.
Don ' t miss this discussion. New Words
is located at 186 Hampshire Street, Inman
Square, Cambridge Mass. All readings
are free and open to the public. For more
~~ information: 876-5310: TDD 876-3340.
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Tuesdays, November 7, 14, 21, 28

Thursday, November 16

Saturday, Decembe~ 9

RAM ISLAND DANCE COMPANY
will present FOUR TUESDAYS, in Studio
I at Ram Island Dance, 25A Forest Avenue,
Portland, 8:00 PM. FOUR TUESDAYS is
part of the "Live From S_tudio I" series and
is an exploration of works-in-progress by
Ram Island Dance Company, including a
new trio entitled "How Long Must I Wait
For You?" by Minneapolis choreographer
Linda Shapiro. Subscriptions to the entire
"Live from Studio I" series, which includes
FOUR TUESDAYS, are $25 and can be
purchased by calling Ram Island Dance at
773-2562.

Looking for an alternative Jewish
Community? We are committed to creating a Chaverah/community in the greater
Portland area that welcomes Jews of all
ages, religious upbringings, sexual orientations, lifestyles, and abilities. We want to
explore spirituality and ritual that encompasses social change and awareness and
celebrates Jewish pride. Join us in organizing this ongo.ing community. The first informational meeting will be Thursday,
November 16th, 7:00 PM at the Jewish
Community Center in Portland. For more
details please call Faith 87 !-7662 or Marion 688-2218.

~Ram Island Dance presents a contact
Improvisation Workshop and performance
by Oliver Besson and Chris Aiken, Saturday,
December 9, 8PM at Ram Island Dance, 25A
Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine. For
information and reservations, call 773-2562.

'

Friday, November 10

Saturday, November 18

Weekend in Richmond, Maine with
BANG (Boston Area Naturist Group),
Friday November IO through Sunday
November 12. Call Bryan at (207) 4522239 for more information.

PRIME TIMERS , an organization
for older gay males. Monthly meeting,
Saturday, November 18, 1989 from 2 to4
PM at the Lindemann Health Center, 25
Stanford Street, Boston. Reverend Paul
A. Diederich, Bishop-Elect of the Western
Orthodox Church in America, will speak
on
" Re sponsible
Sexuality. "
Refreshments, socializing. $ 1. Visitors
welcome. For further information, write
D. Bourbeau, 604 Tremont Street, Boston
MA 02118-1605.

Saturday, November 11
WOMLANi> Full moon gathering at
Gathering Ground in Dexter. Begins with a
potluck at 6:00 PM and is followed with an
energy heali"ng circle. Womn only and
chemical free . For directions send SASE to
Chris of Coven tree, Troy 04987.

Sunday, November 12
A thousand points of light ••.for
WOMEN'S RIGHTS", takes place on
Sunday, November 12, and 6:30AM. First
"Mobilization Day" event in the nation at
the First Pari sh Unitarian Church,
Kennebunk, Maine. Guesf speaker will
be FAYE WATTLETON, President of
Pl anned Parenthood Federation of
America. Sponsored by MAINE
CHOICE COALITION: ME. NOW,
FPA, MWL, MCLU, MHEA, · MCW,
BPW, MLGPA, AAUE, ·ME. NCJW,
LWV, Lawyer's Guild, MPHA. For
information or to VOLUNTEER, call
873-0878 .
CONTRIBUTIONS
APPRECIATED at KVNOW, PO Box
503 , Augusta, Maine 04332-0503.

Sunday, November 19
Entre Nous presents a free thanksgiving buffet with turkey and all the fix ins for
their customers, from 3:00-4:00 PM. All
their customers are welcome.
New Words AW omen's Book Store,
located at 186 Hampshire Street, Inman
Square, Cambridge Mass, presents
Patricia Roth Schwartz & Ellen Frye, at
3:00 PM. What a ·treat to have these-two
popular writers together at New Words.
We celebrate Patricia Roth Schwartz'
new book of short fiction, "The Names of
the Moons of Mars", ahd Ellen Frye ' s
novel, "The Other Sappho". All readings
are free and open to the public. For more
information: 876-5310; TDD 876-3340.

Thursday, January 25
Ram Island Dance presents N. Y.
choreographer/dan.:er NEIL GREENBERG
& DANCERS in "Stage, Gun, Dance,"
January 25 , 26, 27 , at 8PM , location to be
announced . NEIL GREENBERG &
DANCERS is part of Ram Island Dance 's
Dance Around Town Series. "Stage, Gun,
Dance" has been praised for its surprising
images and superb dancing. Tickets to these
performances, $ 11.50, and $9 .00 for students
and senior citizens, may be purchased by
calling Ram Island Dance at (207) 7732562.

sneak preview
TO BENEFIT

The First Maine Lesbian & Gay
International Film Festival
Mad Hor5e Theater

955 Forest Avenue, Portland
Saturday, November 18th
7:00 p.m.
Several short films, representative of the
films we are proud to present in the
Festival in April, will be shown in this
exciting evening. Hors d'oeuvres will be
plentiful, and a cash bar will serve a
variety of non-alcoholic and, alcoholic
beverages.
·
Also available for the first time at the
Sneak Preview will be several advance
Festival bargains, including Festival Tshirts, buttons, and discount passes for
the entire 3-day Festival weekend.
Tickets for the Sneak Preview are available from "The Whole Grocer." They
cost $15.

For more information, to find out about upcoming meetings, or to offer suggestions for
films or resources, call 780-4229 and leave a
message. Thanks.

Tuesday, November 28
Thursday, November 16
New Words A Women 's Book Store,
located at 186 Hampshire Street, Inman
Square, Cambridge Mass, presents Marita
Golden at 7:30PM. In her long-awai ted
second novel , "Long Distance Life",
Marita Golden captures the hi story of
Black America through the intimate
portrait of one family . Author of the ever
popular "A Woman 's Place," it's a
pleasure to have Marita back at the store.
All readings are free and open to the
public. For more information: 876-5310:
TDD 876-3340.

Rutgers GALA~is organizing a continuing lecture series which will showcase
the scholarly work of Rutgers faculty , students, and alumnae/i . The series is being
co-sponsored by Lesbians and Gay Men of
New Brunswick and RULGA . The first
talk will be given by David Nichols. Nichols
is speaking at 8:00 PM, November 28th at
the Friends Meeting House, 109 Nichol
Ave, in New Brunswick, NJ . The leag ue
sponsored a series of hi storic national
conferences in the early I970's and one of
the first "Wear Blue Jeans if You're Gay
Days". For more information , to make a
contribution of historical material to the
Archives Project, or to be placed on- the
groups mailing list, write Ray Johnson,
Rutgers GALA, PO Box 160, New Brunswick, NJ 08903 (201) 257-0515

ADVERTISE
FOR
THE
HOLIDAYS
Business Card Size Display Ad
for only $25.00
(includes FREE listing in the
classified Ads section)

SUNDAYS
Dignity, Maine (Gay/Lesbian Catholics and their friends) meets every Sunday at First Parish Church, 425 Congress
St., Portland. Door opens at 5:30, worship
at 6:00 p.m. followed by social. Please use
rear entrance.
Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday of the month - business meeting, I p.m.
followed by potluck.
Maine Lesbian/Gay/Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month. Meetings rotated throughout the
state. See Calendar listing for location and
time.
Gays in Sobriety, AA. 6:30-8 p.m.
speakers meeting, Williston West Church,
32 Thomas-St. , Portland.
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous
- every Sunday. Discussion meeting at 4
p.m. , Unitarian Church, Main St., Bangor.
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian//Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) meets the first
Sunday and third Thursday of every month
at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer at 7 p.m.
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
- for di scussion, support and planning every Sunday, 8:30 p.m. in Hirasawa
Lounge, Chase Hall, Bates College, Le- ·
wiston.
MONDAYS
Seacoast Gay Men - Mondays at 7
p.m. (except fi rst Monday potluck party
held elsewhere). Unitarian-Universalist
Church, 292 State St., Portsmouth, NH.
Seacoast Gay Men , PO Box 1394,
Portsmouth, NH 03801-1394. Call Al (603)
898-lll5.
~

Greater Bangor NOW, fourth Monday of every month, 7-9 p.m. Call 9893306 for info.
Feminist Spiritual Community every Monday at 7 p.m. Friends Meeting
House, Fa.rest Ave. , Portland, 773-22 94
(come early).
.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
- open discussion with focus on gay/lesbian issues, 7:00-9p.m. Williston/
West Church
Belfast Area AIDS Support Group For PW A's friends, family , andcaregivers. Call 338-3736. (Family Planning MondayThursday).
TUESDAYS
Gays in Sobriety, AA, 6-7 p.m., beginning meeting, First Parish UU Church, 425
Congress St.,Portland'.7:30-9 p.m. Speaker/
discussion meeting.
Families of Gays Support Group second Tuesday of each month , 7:30'p.m.
For more information call Ingraham Volunteers, 774-HELP.
Bowdoin College Gay-LesbianStraight Alliance, 7:30 p.m., ChaseBam
Chamber,Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
College Lesbian Womyn's Rap
Group. 6:30 to 8 p.m. , 92 Bedford St.
Portland (USM campus). Bisexuals welcome. Call 780-4085 for more information.
Down East AIDS Network
Every Tues., 7 p.m. support group in
Ellsw-orth. Led by clinical social worker
Carole Pascal , the group is open to all
people affected by AIDS. Call 326-8580
for location.

, Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays - fourth Tuesday of the month, 7:30
p.m. First Parish Pilgrim House, 9 Cleaveland St., Brunswick. Call 725-4769 for
information.
Greater Portland NOW - fourth
Tuesday of the month, YWCA, 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 p.m.

Our Paper staff meeting-every Tuesday, 7 p.m., 9 Deering St., Portland. 7732294. New member always welcome.
Lesbian ACOA (Adult Children of
Alcoholics) Support Group will meet
.every Tuesday from 7 to 8:3.0 p.m. at the
Unitarian UniversalistChurch , Annex 2nd
floor, 15 Pleasant St., Brunswick, ME. Nonsmoking; all women welcome.
WEDNESDAYS
Colby College Bisexual, Lesbian and
Gay Community, 7:30 p.m. Mary Low
Coffeehouse, Colby College, Waterville.
Gays and Lesbians United potluck
supper meets the last Wednesday of each
month at the Sanford Unitarian Church on
the comer of Lebanon St. (Route 202) and
Main St. (Route 109) in Sanford, Me. All
welcome. Call 439-5540 or 490-1295 for
details.
College Gay Men's and Lesbian
Womyn's Rap Group , 7:00-9:00 p.m. at
92 Bedford St., Portland (USM campus).
Bisexuals welcome. Call 780-4085 formor~
information.
.

THURSDAYS
.

Down East AIDS Network holds a Healing Circle for all people affected by AIDS.
Call 326-8580 for info & location.
2nd and 4th Thurs., 7-8:30 p.m.

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous
- every Thursday, discussion meeting at
7:30 p.m. Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.
Wilde-Stein Club- Thursday evening
6-9 p.m. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union,
UMO.
Women's Support Group for Women
with AIDS, ARC, or Who· Are HIVPositive, every Thursday at The AIDS
Project, 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon at 22
Monument Square, 5th floor, Portland, ME.
For further information, or if you need day
• care, please call Diane or Toby at 7746877.
Gays in So.b riety,AA, 8-9 p.m. big
book/step meeting. Williston West Church,
32 Thomas St., Portland'.
Adult Children of Alcoholics(ACOA) - step meeting with focus on gay/lesbia~
issues, 5:30-7 p.m., MERCY HOSPITAL144State
Portland.
FRIDAYS
Free To Be Group of AA - meets
Fridays at 7:30 p.m., Jewett Hall, UMA,
Room 114.
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every
Friday, 8-9:30 p.m. - Gays Together in
Sobriety (open discussion), Christ Episcopal Church, 80 Lafayette Rd .,
Portsmouth ,NH.
OUTRIGHT - Portland Alliance ofLesbian and Gay Youth (22 years old and
younger), 7:30 p.m. Preble St. Chapel, 331
Cumberland Ave. , Portland.
Lesbians in Sobriety
Open AA meeting, Fridays 7-8 PM,
Williston West Church, 32 Thomas Street,
Portland.
SATURDAYS
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) dances meet first
and third Saturdays of - ach month from
8:00-1:00 at the old Bangor Community
College Student Union.
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The AIDS Project
22 Monument Squar\ 5th floor
Portland, ME 04101

AIDS Line
775 -1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS
Daily 9am-5pm
Mon. & Wed. 6-9pm, Sat. IOam-lpm
AIDS Action of Central Maine
PO Box 3113, Lewiston, ME 04240
AIDS Hotline 782-6113
.,-- Adult Children· of Alcoholics (ACOA)
open discussion with focus on Gay/Lesbian issues. 7:00-9:00 PM. YMCA 87
Spring Street, Portland.

Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering St., PO Box 3771, Portland, ME
04104
773-2294
The Lesbian and Gay Freedolb Trail
Band meets every Tuesday, 7: 15 PM, at
the YWCA, 7th Floor, 120 Clarendon
Street, Boston. Contact Kathy (617) 4247025, Gary (617) 267-6186, or Zoe (508)
264-9085.
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101
Gay /Lesbian Alliance
The Powers House, 88 Winslow Street,
Portlancl, ME 04103. 874-6596.
Gay/Lesbian Contra Dancers
69 Mountain View Ave., Bangor, ME0440l
947-2329

Bath Men's Group meets weekly for fun,
fellowship, and great food. For more info, dial 443-1211. All welcome.

'

Gay/Lesbian Parents Suppoi:_t Group
_780-4085 or 772-4741, Portland
·

.

DELGO
Unitarian Church
126 Union St., Bangor.ME 04401
942-6503
.

Harbor Masters Inc.
PO box 4044, Portland, ME 04101

Lesbian/Gay Committee, Maine chapter National As~oc. of Social Workers, PO
Box 5112, Station A, Por.tland ME 04101

New B"r unswick Coalition for Human
Rights Reform
PB Box 1556, Station A, Fredericton, NB
E3B5G2

Maine Connection
PO Box 5245, Station
04102

Northern Landa Nord
PO Box 990, Caribou, ME 04736
Gay/Lesbian Phoneline, 498-W88

A,

Portland, ME
,, .

Mountain Valley Men (MVM), Box
36, Center Conway, NH 03813, (207) 9251034 - Paul.
Maine Bisexual Peopl¢'s Network,
PO Box 1792, Portland ME 04104. Call the
Gay/Lesbian Alliance at 874-6596 to leave
a message.
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
PO Box 232, Hallowell, ME 04347
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Serv-:
ices, PO Box 57, Brunswick ME 0401- 0057, 883-5016 or 725-4955.

New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for
Gay and Lesbian Rights
PO Box 756, Contoocook, NH 03329
(603) 228-9009

Our Paper_
PO Box 10744 .
Portland, ME 04104
Portland Pride
PO Box 681, Scarborough, ME 04074
PW A Coalition of Maine.
377 Cumberland Ave.
Portland ME 0410 l
773-8500.

USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
92 Bedford St., Portland, ME 04103 '
Wilde-Steiri Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine-Orono, Orono, ME
04469

MAINE COMMUNITY NETWORK
AIDS Support Group, Mondays at
6:30. Call Alan at 548-2929 for information.
The group provides -education in the
schools, businesses and the community as
a whole; and offers support to people who
are affected by AIDS. For more informa~
tion contact Nan Stone, 338-5559.
The Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalition (AV AC) is a not-for-profit organization with the following goals: to provide
community education about AIDS/HIV;
to coordinate and support community-based
services to people living with AIDS/HIV,
their_ families and significant others; to
assess AIDS needs in our communities and
present a unified front on ' AIDS needs
issues; and to provide a forum for the exchange of support, profes.sional skills and
technical resources; Wi; have bee.n meeting regularly at the Tri-County Chapter of
the Red Cross in Auburn since late 1988,
._/ and welcome all interested parties to attend
our meetings. For information please write
AV AC, POB 7977, Lewiston ME 04240,
or call 795-4357.
The Belfast Area AIDS Support Group
is for PWA's, friends, family and caregivers. Call 338-3736 (Family Planning,
M-Th) or Alan, 548-2929 evenings or
weekends.
The Colby College Bisexual Lesbian
Gay Community
c/o The.Student Activities Office, Colby
College, Waterville, ME 04901.
Meetings, Wednesday nights at 8:30 in
the Mary Low Coffeehouse.
Informational Phoneline 2nd and 4th
Wednesday of every month (873-3536).
For more information write or contact Mark
at 877-9194 or Al at 872--3000 . .
~
Integrity meets the first Friday of each
month. This month we will meet at 7 p.m.
at St. Matthew's Church, Hallowell.
Integrity, St. Matthew's Church, 18
Union St.,Hallowell ME 04347 is a group
""'<=- of lesbian and gay Episcopalians and their
friends. It is a family within the church, a
place to find close community and support.
It offers an opportunity to find growth,
education and prayer. For more information, call 623-3041 or 845-2985. ·
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Gay AA Meeting (speaker-discussion),
Saturday nights, 8-9 p.m. Beacon Club
(old Mitchell School B/i:>). 36 High St.,
Bath, ME 04530. Phone# for information:
.
443-4288.

Greater Bangor NOW will meet the
fourth Tuesday of every month, at 7 p.m ..
Amy's apartment in Augusta Hall, Bangor
Community College campus. For meeting
info, Amy #581-6075/6077.

Dignity/Maine: PO Box .8113,
Portland, ME 04104~ Dignity/Maine is' an
organization of gay and lesbian Catholics
and their friends, organized to reinforce our
self-acceptance arid sense of dignity as
people of God, to develop leadership and
to be an instrument through which gay and
lesbian Catholics may be heard by the
church and society.

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays (P/FLAG) Box 2080 Great Island,
Brunswick 04011 , 725-4769
This support grou·p attempts to help
parents, relatives and friends change attitudes and create understanding so that our
gay/lesbian family members can live with
dignity andrespect. Meets fourth Tuesday,
7:30 p.m. at First Parish Church in Brunswick.

The Down . East AIDS Network
(DEAN) is a community-based, grassroots
organization. We provide community
education and support services for those
affected by AIDS. DEAN is a gay positive
organization. Call DEAN : 326-8580.
Support group for HIV(+), family, friends
and those at risk every Tuesday 7-8,30
p.m. Ellsworth. Call Tracy at 326-8580 for
information.
Down East AIDS Network, Box 779,
Blue Hill, ME 04614

Maine Bisexual People's Network,
POB 1792 Portland ME 04104, Call the
Gay/Lesbian Alliance at 780-4085 to leave
a message. The purpose of the Maine
Bisexual People's Network is to affirm in
ourselves and others the positive nature of
bisexuality and to work toward greater
acceptance in th bisextial, gay, lesbian and
straight communities.

Eastern Maine AIDS Network
(EMAN) provides case management services to HIV infected people and their families in Penobscot, Piscataquis, H3J1cock,
Washington and Aroostook counties.
. Support groups meet every Thursday evening in Bangor. In addition, EMAN staff
are available to provide educational presentations within the same five county area.
Call: 990-EMAN or write EMAN, POB
2038, Bangor ME 0440 I.
GBNOW's purpose is to take action to
bring women into full participation in
society now, exercising all the privileges
and respnosibilities thereof, in all aspects
of citizenship, public service·, employment,
education and family life.
Tl)e CCBLGC serves the membres of
. the Colby and Waterville community as
both a social and political medium. Promoting community, awareness, and knowledge, the CCBLGC maintains a safe and
comfortable atmosphere for bisexuals,
lesbians, and gays.

lhe Maine Health Foundation is a
nonprofit, tax-exempt organization that
offers both direct and indirect financial
support for People with AIDS in Maine.
Our other concerns are. the special health
, issues facing Maine's gay and lesbian
communities, including gay youth.
For information, please write to: The
Maine Health Foundation, Inc., PO Box
7329 DTS, Portland, ME 04112.
Mountain Valley Men (MVM) is a
social group for gay men from Western
·Maine and Eastern New Hampshire. We
meet at each other's homes for Pot Luck
and plan activities as the members desire.
Our address is Box 36, Center Conway,
NH 03813, and you can call Paul af (207)
925- 1034 for informati<;m.
Waldo County AIDS Education Committee, PO Box 772. Belfast, ME 04915.
Provides education in the schools, businesses, and the community as a whole. For
more inform_ation contact Nan Stone, 3385559.

Are you gay and under 22 years old?
OUTRIGHT, Portland Alliance-of Gay
and Lesbian Youth, P.O. Box 5028, Station A, Portland, Maine 041 QI. For more
information, call Ingraham Volunteers,
Dial-INFO: 774-HELP (a 24-hourhotline)
or if you 're 18 and under, you camrfs call
D.ial-KIDS: 774-T ALK. Call now for more
information concerning support, special
events and fun!
The Greater Portland Chapter of the
National Organizath:m for Women is an
action-oriented group. Our primary goals
· are threefold: I) to foster Equal Rights for
women; 2) to insure unrestricted choice
around reproductive rights; and 3) to support Lesbian and Gay rights.
We have speakers and events for the
,public on the fourth Tuesd~y of every
month, at the YWCA, 87 Sprmg St., 7:30
p.m . For more information, call Perry
Krasow or his answering machine at 8790877 .
Seacoast Gay Men (SGM, Inc.) is a
social group for gay men. We meet Monday evenings at 7_ p.m. - holiday Mondays
excepted. The first Monday of the month is
a potluck supper. Remaining Mondays are
given to a wide variety of presentations,
discussions, films, etc.
Our address is: PO Box 1394,
Portsmouth, NH 03801-1394. Contact persons are: Al, 603-898-lllS; Paul, 207-4396850.
· Transupport, PO Box 17622, Portland,
ME 04101. Contact person is Diana. Transupport is a non°profit, non•sexual, social
·and educational peer support group for
Transsexuals, cross-dressers, and their
families and friends who desire a better
understanding of gender-related issues."
Meetings are held bi-monthly, on Sundays at 6:00 p.m., write for location and
more information.
WOMLAND (Womn owning Maine
Land) Trust, Inc., PO Box 55, 'Froy, ME
04987
·WOMLAND Trust is a non-profit
organization whose purpose is to acquire '
land throughout the state to protect it for
use by current and future generations of
womn and children. Meetings second
Sunday every· month , location vari.es . .
I

'

